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Abstract:  

The present paper offers a comparative analysis of Robert Browning’s poems “Fra Lippo Lippi” and “Caliban 

upon Setebos,” wherein the main point of interest is the interplay between religion and art. I will investigate 

how religion is depicted and how it influences the artistic viewpoints espoused by the eponymous characters, 

emphasizing the role these two concepts play in shaping the speakers’ self-presentation and sense of identity. 

In the case of “Caliban upon Setebos,” I will also delve into Browning’s source of inspiration, Shakespeare’s The 

Tempest, so as to understand how Browning’s own character can be likened to, or contrasted with, the 

Renaissance playwright’s. Whereas Lippi the monk justifies his own penchant for naturalistic art through 

religion, Caliban takes to more rudimentary forms of art to assuage the fury of an unjust and wrathful deity. 

However, what seems to drive their definitions and redefinitions of artistic and religious discourse is an 

apparent lack of agency, which spurs them into rebelling against the limitations set upon them by external 

forces.  
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Introduction 

Warwick Slinn interprets Browning's dramatic monologues as a concerted effort in producing 

"ordered movement and progress" in a narrative sense, justifying "secular rightness or spiritual 

righteousness", as is the case of “Fra Lippo Lippi” (Slinn, The Discourse of Self in Victorian Poetry 62). 

In another book, the author describes Lippi as an "energetic, dynamic personality" detailing his 

"playful roguery, chasing after sportive ladies, to the proposed activity of making amends through a 

new religious picture" (Browning and the Fictions of Identity  101). But this is not done haphazardly; 

rather, the end goal appears to be the cohesive "structuring of experience" so as to justify his own 

actions, under the guise of a "pattern of sin and redemption” (101). By thus framing his religious and 

artistic credo, he allows certain clashing dualities to co-exist, the "contentions of flesh and spirit, 

painter and monk, individual and society" (102). Valentine Cunningham mentions Walter Bagehot's 

criticism of Browning as a writer of the "grotesque," a "jagged, ugly, useless shape" embodied in a 

far too realistic poetics; Browning's "Caliban upon Setebos", according to Cunningham, is "not only 

difficult, but unpleasant” (Cunningham 100). He places his characters "in some way or other on the 

edge, on the fringe," and his texts are repositories of "failures, dropouts, flouters of convention of 

every sort, errant thinkers and poets and artists" (206). These are Browning’s men and women, 

dissonant figures acting upon each-other’s worlds. My paper aims to discuss these assumptions, 

investigating the variegated characterization that suffuses his dramatic monologues. It is exactly 

their positioning “on the fringe” that allows Browning’s characters to articulate their 

Weltanschaaung as social rebels. Through the mechanisms of comparative close reading, drawing on 

author criticism, theory of Victorian poetry in general and the dramatic monologue more specifically, 

as well as notions of identity and alterity through a postcolonial lens, my research shows that both 

Caliban and Lippi go beyond the sphere of unpleasant poetics of unbearable realism.  

 

“Fra Lippo Lippi”: Ribaldry and Faith 

Fra Lippo Lippi is the "boy from the social margin, a street urchin, raised on Abfall, the thrown-

out edges of food", a transgressor celebrating his own subversive powers (Cunningham 206) 
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(emphasis original). Cunningham quotes George Eliot, who, writing on Browning's poem, envisions 

the painter as a "big strong uncouth workman out on the booze, with lingo to match" (105). This 

provides a clear picture of the lines set out by Browning, describing the irreverent artist. The monk 

expatiates upon his own rough start in life, the way he had to subsist on “fig-skins, melon-parings, 

rinds and shucks, / Refuse and rubbish” (Browning 630), his admission to the ranks of the clergy 

through the “good fat father” whose promise for a better existence seemed more appropriate than 

starving on frosty days. His new role forbade “the world, its pride and greed, / Palace, farm, villa, 

shop and banking-house” which to a budding novice are equal to “Trash, such as these poor devils of 

Medici / Have given their hearts to” (631). Such is the subtle mark of irony: the substantial riches 

belonging to the Medici are filth to a man whose mind and heart open themselves to the reception 

of the greater gifts of divine inspiration, even though Lippi’s likings tend more towards “the good 

bellyful / The warm serge and the rope that goes all round, / And day-long blessed idleness beside” 

(631). What follows is the tale of how the monk gained his artistic proclivities: “the soul and sense of 

him grow sharp alike” (631): his first years of life spent in careful attention towards those who 

granted him help or mercy—the expressions on their faces and the way they behaved towards him. 

The priests’ efforts to tutor him are in vain: Lippi, a vernacular poet-artist, knows but the ‘amo’ of 

Latin, the first person singular, present tense expression of love. He is a “beast” whose carnal 

interests ostensibly preclude spiritual leanings. According to George Eliot, “he pours forth the story 

of his life and his art with the racy conversational vigour of a brawny genius”, caught revelling 

“under the influence of the Care-dispeller” (35), of wine and surfeit and carnality. 

Lippi sees his new occupation as a breath of fresh air, a welcome alternative to the incessant 

learning of Latin. He pours himself with vivid artistic fervor, drawing inspiration from innumerable 

sources:  

 

Good old gossips waiting to confess 

Their cribs of barrel-droppings, candle-ends  

To the breathless fellow at the altar-foot, 

 Fresh from his murder”. (Browning 631)  

 

He uses his surroundings ruthlessly, absorbing all manners of details which he may later use in 

the creation of his art, and in so doing, he is heedful of the minute details which grant a kind of 

realism to his works: “Look at the boy who stoops to pat the dog! / That woman's like the Prior's 

niece who comes / To care about his asthma: it's the life!” (632) According to Harold Bloom, “[Lippi] 

stands at the beginning of a new moment in art” whose opposition to dry, uninspired, unrealistic 

and lifeless painting can be seen to “amount to a critique of style.” (31) “The more realistic the body, 

the clearer the soul becomes” (32) is Bloom’s way of saying it. Stefan Hawlin writes that Lippi’s 

“defence of naturalism” is to be compared and contrasted to Browning’s own view of art “which 

only makes its way towards high ideals by letting in the complexity, resistance, ugliness and evil of 

real experience” (178) whilst bringing to the fore the British nineteenth century dilemma 

surrounding Renaissance art (179-181) and its aesthetic and moral entailments. David Shaw regards 

Lippi’s decision to move on from the subject of his own lustfulness towards discussing more refined 

things, such as art and religion, as an act of progressive maturity, closely tied to the structure of the 

dramatic monologue, and which manifests itself as a “voracious appetite for new experience” (156). 

Lippi’s volition is part of a “devil’s-game” and his choice to “pay homage to the perishable clay” 

(Browning 632), an act of open dissidence against oppressive and outmoded art. Lippi speaks for the 

Prior when he begins his discourse on the superiority of soul over matter, and the mocking tone he 

employs (“It's . . . well, what matters talking, it's the soul!”) contains within it his own lack of 

outward agency, which may only find sublimated freedom in art. He pleads desperately for beauty 

and detail (“Now, is this sense, I ask?”) and twists his language in overpowering irony:  
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Thus, yellow does for white 

When what you put for yellow's simply black,  

And any sort of meaning looks intense 

When all beside itself means and looks naught. (632)  

 

He calls for a more expressive and colorful art, richer and more human, an art which can hold 

flesh and spirit, detail and hermeneutic value.  

What is relevant to Lippi’s theology is his statement that there has not been, at least as far as he 

is aware, beauty without soul. He follows this by putting into words the radical belief of the 

superiority of beauty over spirituality—it is, as he says, “about the best thing God invents” (633). We 

may posit that beauty encompasses more than lustful drives, going beyond his mere night-time 

excursions which make him abandon his otherwise dull pursuits, and that it is centered on 

faithfulness to the world as it is, be it embodied in gossiping old women and freshly slain victims or 

represented by the vivid kindness of another human being (“[she] said a word, dropped in a loaf, / 

Her pair of earrings and a bunch of flowers”) (632) . The monk “disemburdens” (632) his creativity by 

latching onto these scenes of mere existence and transforming them into pictures. He does so, and 

by this act, he safeguards his creative agency: “I’m my own master, paint now as I please” (633). 

Furthermore, there is a strengthening and renewal of one’s own soul in the simple appreciation of 

beauty; interestingly enough, James Richardson opines that “despite his protestations to the 

contrary, Lippi, like the pseudo-Prometheans, worries that he may be sucked into the vortex of the 

fleshly particular” (39) which absorption might engender the loss of the painter’s self-identity. He 

stresses Lippi’s fear and rebellion, which are reactive elements toward a culture that does not grant 

him full and free expression. However, it is this very same vehement opposition to prescribed norms 

which allows Lippi to delineate his own worldview and shape his own artistic vision. There is some 

word-play which suggests this: “You keep your mistr . . . manners, and I'll stick to mine!” (Browning 

633) Shaw sees this as a simple Freudian slip spat out by Lippi in order to amuse his captors (158), 

but it is worth more as an artistic statement: he invites the slew of old-fashioned clerics to keep their 

old ways, whilst securing his own expressive freedom. One might be tempted to interpret this 

through the lens of erotic release, as this poem is perpetually suffused by sexual undertones, beastly 

in nature, but essential towards his self-development. 

Lippi’s contorted and convoluted syntax brings forth pent-up frustrations; he points fingers 

towards an uncertain ‘you,’ and his lines drip with condemning irony, less didactic and more 

vituperative for its own sake. Once his anger is expressed, Lippi focuses his language in clear and 

flowing confession: he speaks as he was taught, but his confessed philosophy was not transmitted to 

him by the monks whom he grew up with, but by life itself, the product of an existence mired in 

stark poverty and desperation. His sight thus purified by harsh conditions, he can always “see the 

garden and God there” whose essential teaching, never to be effaced or undone, is to never forget 

“the value and significance of flesh” (Browning 634). This value, a hermeneutic strength which is 

both inalienable and impossible to overlook, lies at the root of Lippi’s religion. The substantive and 

tangible proof of religion is painted reality. Isobel Armstrong problematizes the aftermath of the 

creative act, pointing out that it is both transformative, in that it transmutes difficult emotional and 

physical states into objective constructs, and ambiguous, because subversive and circular (292). I 

partly agree with Armstrong: if it is transformative, and it truly acts as a thorough means of 

‘disburdening’ oneself, then it is merely partly effective. The sense of rebellion is evident in the lines 

quoted above. It is without the shadow of a doubt not fully purged—there is no absolute catharsis to 

be found in painting, even though a sense of personal satisfaction finds overt manifestation in Lippi’s 

monologue. 

The influence of religion on Lippi’s life is manifold. For one, it acts as a catalyst for his drive to 

escape the limited and narrow confines to which he was assigned. This is the religion which we 

might associate with the Prior and his purely ‘spiritual’ Weltanschauung, which Lippi rejects. On the 

other hand, there is Lippi’s own idea of Christianity, which we can imagine as a blank canvas upon 
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which he daubs his eclectic marks: voluptuous yet holy, blasphemous and reverent at the same time, 

a religion with God at its base and God’s creatures, minutely and painstakingly overlaid, at the 

forefront. It is not a selfless and self-sacrificing religion, as the previous paragraph has proven—it 

includes the creative ‘I’ as a brother-figure to God, whom not even Saint John can ape. Furthermore, 

it is my contention that Lippi’s credo is by no means fully subservient to the ideal of self-

development, as critics such as David Shaw have stated. But neither is it a system of carefully 

collected rationalizations, whose purpose we might consider to be the effacement of one’s personal 

sins and misdemeanors, in Lippi’s case, unfulfilled sexual urges. We must seek a balance in the 

middle, in the rough lines and misspoken pleas, rhetorical efforts and the hermeneutic ‘meat and 

drink’ obtained upon interpreting Lippi as an imperfect artist articulating his own ars poetica.  

 

“Caliban upon Setebos”: A Savage Darkly Musing  

An anonymous reviewer of Browning’s remarked that the opening line of the poem, taken from 

Psalms 50:21, could be seen as self-referencing, which is to say, one could claim that it points 

towards Browning and his own talents: “altogether such a one as thyself”, enforcing a double 

identity within and above the text (“Revie of Caliban” 236). Although this is an interesting 

perspective, it would be best to take the quote as an integral part of the text, especially given the 

structure of the following stanza, in which we are presented with a kind of bird’s-eye view of the 

monologue’s central figure. A rather telling aspect is the use of the third person, which would trick 

the reader into believing that there is an omniscient narrator setting up the stage for the 

soliloquizing about to unfold. Inspecting the poem’s Shakespearean origins, we find that 

Shakespeare’s Caliban formulates his utterances much like the rest of his characters, providing a 

direct mirror into his mind and motivation (“This island's mine, by Sycorax my mother, / Which thou 

takest from me”, Shakespeare 1.2.332-333). By revealing himself heterodiegetically, Browning’s 

Caliban mediates his own life, becoming a narrator of his own religious experience. In so doing, he 

creates his own theology much in the way Lippi does. 

The first impression which we gain of him is that of a child, or a savage, partaking of nature’s 

more simple delights. He “feels about his spine small eft-things course” and waits for “fruit to snap 

at, catch and crunch,” (Browning 726) just as Lippi escapes at night to meet unfulfilled desires and to 

undermine the strict life a monk is granted to bear. Caliban, however, with no audience of guards to 

proffer hasty explanations to, turns to his own person for conversation. He finds himself free to 

shake off his vexation by vexing others—be they Prosper(o) and Miranda, figures of human agency 

which are conveniently set aside in Browning’s text, or an Other—Caliban’s God, Setebos.   

Shakespeare’s Caliban evinces much of the same proclivity to vituperative outbursts. The object 

of his frustrations is Prospero, however, on whom Caliban wishes “infections that the sun sucks up / 

From bogs, fens, flats,” Shakespeare 2.2.1-2). This remark, seen in the light of Prospero’s efforts to 

teach Caliban how “To name the bigger light, and how the less, / That burn by day and night” 

(1.2.336-337) would lead one to disbelieve critic Mark Van Doren, who attributed Caliban’s ferocity 

to Prospero. He writes that the Duke has failed “either because Caliban was incapable of becoming 

man or because there is no art, Prospero’s or Shakespeare’s, by which the inhuman can be made 

human.” (Van Doren 142) The lack of humanity made visible in Caliban could lead to his association 

with nature and his vast knowledge of the intricate world which he inhabits. Yet Caliban admits to 

his former love of Prospero, whom he “show'd [ . . . ] all the qualities o' the isle, / The fresh springs, 

brine-pits, barren place and fertile” (Shakespeare 1.2.338-339). Therefore, it is my opinion that 

Shakespeare’s Caliban is not inhuman—he is merely wild and frenzied by his subservience to 

Prospero, whom he considers a limiting and damaging force. Northrop Frye contrasts Caliban’s 

nature with that of Antonio and Sebastian, noting that it “manifests itself more as an instinctive 

propensity to evil” (189) which is another way of saying that although he may be exposed to human 

values, he can only be that which it is, wild and vicious. What is meant by humanity in both of these 

sources is learned or acquired humanity, which Caliban forcefully forswears, constantly seeking to 

topple Prospero and regain authority over the isle which he claims is his birthright. Shakespeare’s 
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creature is implicitly aware of his past, and tries to manipulate his circumstances so as to restore a 

long-lost status quo. The menacing presence of Prospero is conspicuously absent in Browning, 

whereas Shakespeare’s patriarch shapes the narrative in fundamental ways: he wields power, both 

as sorcerer and chieftain of the isle. Brinda Charry brings up Curt Breight's interpretation of The 

Tempest, which focuses on the linguistic aspects of power: in this sense, Prospero "evokes the 

language of treason" against the subaltern Caliban, who, with his "story of treason and usurpation of 

the island", proffers his own counterdiscourse. But Caliban is briefly allowed to exercise his identity, 

before it is strategically taken away from him by Prospero (Charry 65). His agency is temporary, a 

plaything for more skilled players: Prospero plots out Caliban’s usefulness, withdrawing and 

increasing the native’s acting power as it fits his machinations. Continuing the analysis of power 

structures in the play, Patricia Seed looks into the complex interplay between Caliban, Prospero, and 

his daughter Miranda, arguing that Prospero uses Caliban's potential rape of Miranda as a means to 

gain control over the island. The monstrous figure, "the always potentially violent and therefore 

treacherous native," (Seed 211) is a scapegoat and a political tool, both as slave and as the colonized 

Other. Caliban’s agency is temporary, fitful; it is never self-sufficient as he is never self-reliant. He 

exists as a disenfranchised symbol of ineffaceable alterity. Shakespeare offers a much richer cast of 

characters through which he explores social inequality, Caliban being just one of many. Donna 

Hamilton's contrastive view of Ariel, with his "formally obsequious behavior", and Caliban, quite like 

"the displanted native of Virginia or Ireland", positions both of them in the nexus of "service and 

supply, restraint and complaint", a chain wherein personal freedom could be obtained or taken away 

(Hamilton 53-54). Dainty, submissive Ariel and monstrous, spiteful Caliban are subjects of symbolic 

oppression and not agents in their own right, directed by Prospero’s whims. The playing field of 

obedience and rebellion is mapped onto structures dictated by the exiled sorcerer, who acts as a 

fulcrum around which lower entities revolve. The cultural sway these characters effected upon 

British culture is discussed by Octave Mannoni, who points out that the eighteenth century showed 

a penchant for heroes both "sentimentalist" and "misanthropist", as with Robinson Crusoe, but that 

"the seeds" of this tendency "had been planted much earlier", giving rise to a schizophrenic dual 

image, of "monstrous and terrifying creatures", not unlike Caliban, and "gracious beings bereft of 

will and purpose", embodied by Ariel (104). Browning later developed and reworked Caliban’s 

image, doing away with extraneous characters so as to grant ultimate rhetorical power to the 

speaker of the dramatic monologue, the misanthropist (anti)hero musing on an unjust god, the 

patriarch at hand in lieu of a scheming magician. Prospero fades; Setebos, in his dark and wrathful 

divinity, is the hated object against which the native struggles in order to establish selfhood.  

Returning to Browning’s text, one of the first differences we notice is the displaced focus of rage. 

With Prospero a mere mental figment, easily discarded, Browning’s Caliban names the source of his 

hatred: “Setebos, Setebos, and Setebos!” We can posit that one reason for his hatred towards this 

god is his purported distance—“Thinketh, He dwelleth i' the cold o' the moon” (726)—which gives 

rise to the deceiving assumption that they, the monster and the god, are in the end different 

creatures. His early rhetorical efforts center on limiting or otherwise deconstructing Setebos’s 

authority, who may hold dominion over the isle, being its creator, and over “clouds, winds, meteors, 

such as that,” but not over the stars, whose origins Caliban initially withholds.  

Further on, he theorizes that the world was born through discomfort and divine self-insufficiency. 

Unable to bear his own existence, Setebos strives to create an ideal world. His subsequent failure 

results in a return to a previous state of existence which he despises; like a freshwater fish to whom 

the warmth of the sea stands for “bliss she was not born to breathe” (Browning 726), so does 

Setebos hate the barren world within which his power is sufficient. This leads to a strengthened 

disdain towards that which is not attainable. Both in Shakespeare’s text and Browning’s we are 

shown a Caliban bereft of agency, but the strategies the two Calibans resort to differ. The key to this 

lies in the nature of the genre in which the two works were structured. Shakespeare’s Caliban directs 

his efforts towards an external target, namely the drunkards Trinculo and Stephano, in whom he lays 

hope for the murder of his master, Prospero. He is able to act, and by this he ensures a narrative 
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impetus which finds finality in his submissive return to Prospero’s side. There is no such outward 

movement in Browning’s monologue; the only interaction possible is manifested through mental 

play, an explicit and internal urge to compare and contrast his mortal finitude to the boundlessness 

of a divine figure which must, at all costs, be attacked. In enumerating and separating the realms 

over which Setebos holds dominion, he imposes limits on the god’s power while granting himself a 

power of his own, purely of the intellectual or theoretical sort, the roots of which are to be found in 

his intimate knowledge of both the arcane wilderness surrounding him and of the god who shaped 

that world.  

Moreover, his creative gift misspent, Setebos cannot form a second deity which mirrors the 

original’s traits. He is forced to give birth to beings which are “Weaker in most points, stronger in a 

few, / Worthy, and yet mere playthings all the while” (Browning 727). This divine effort which 

manifests itself through creatures paradoxically better yet inferior to Setebos provides a direct 

pathway into Caliban’s psychology and the conditions which lead to his redefinition and 

rearrangement of cosmogonal principles. It points towards his murky, darkened mind which reels in 

impotence from an environment he cannot fully control. He is, so to speak, twined around the 

lowest links in a spiteful pagan chain of being which he attempts to shatter by reasoning away his 

own position. Discussing Browning’s choice of subject, Robert Bell opines that Caliban’s 

philosophising is “exceedingly repulsive,” going so far as to claim that it is “almost unfit for separate 

artistic treatment” (243). I disagree with this statement, and with his thought that Caliban’s 

meditation is nothing but “ugliness so extreme as to fill the gazer with instinctive detestation and 

loathing.” (243) Bell’s opinion abounds in critiques of “Caliban upon Setebos”, yet it merits revision. 

Caliban’s intentions differ only at a superficial level from those of Lippi: they both share frustrations 

which arise from a sense of limitation and creative rigidity. Whereas Lippi vents his emotions 

through radical art and nightly excursions, Caliban theorizes in order to bring on a perception of 

divinity which is close to his own heart.  

The god’s relation to the “mere playthings” subordinated to him is linked to Caliban’s drunken 

bouts and his ceaseless ruminations. He concocts a rudimentary form of alcohol the effects of which 

he likens to the creeping flashes of “maggots scamper[ing] through [his] brain” (Browning 727)—this 

imagery points to the very earthen, mud-bound plane which Caliban stands for, a singular figure, 

animal in instinct yet undeniably human. This contradicts John Howard’s insistence that the positive, 

humane qualities present in Shakespeare’s Caliban are completely missing in Browning’s (Howard 

226). Far from having lost the “redeeming qualities which Shakespeare gave to his monster,” (226) 

the monologue-Caliban shows a much more developed humanity. He evinces a consistent mode of 

thought, constructed by means of analogies and comparisons, a more rational character than 

Shakespeare’s.  

Led away from reality through inebriation, Caliban projects a vision of himself as a bird. Like the 

fish which cannot bear to live out its days in the sea, or like Setebos whose incapacity to create a 

second deity forces him to turn on lesser life-forms for his own cruel sport, he finds that he cannot 

transcend his nature. Instead, he imagines the creation of a bird-Caliban which “hath wings, / And 

great comb like the hoopoe's to admire, / And there, a sting to do his foes offence” (Browning 727). 

With a certain measure of self-obsession, Caliban would insinuate himself into the bird’s existence 

and manipulate it according to his desire, chancing the life or death of the creature upon whatever 

whims would visit him. He would act in such a way driven by the transitory and frail nature of life 

under the autocracy of an unpredictable master. If Caliban chooses to kill or let live, create or 

destroy, if he insists upon “Making and marring clay at will”, then “So he”, Setebos, the shaper of the 

isle, creator of “clouds, winds, meteors” (Browning 727), the menacing figure more demonic 

Demiurge than benevolent God.  

At this point it may be helpful to return to an analysis of symbols. We can find the idea of self-

representative art in both “Fra Lippo Lippi”and “Caliban upon Setebos”, and one of the ways in 

which the two dramatic monologues are similar is in the overt use of art as self-commemoration. 

First of all, both characters face the threat of erasure, to one extent or another. Lippi has before him 
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the loss of his elan vital, his highly personal vision of art and religion which cannot thrive under the 

decree that he should “Paint the soul [and] never mind the legs and arms” (Browning 632). Caliban, 

contrary to the popular opinion, is human. Yet his humanity is base, uncouth, lacking the education 

given to the Renaissance monk by his superiors. As such, there is no strong faith in art and its 

subtleties on his side, but it would nevertheless be wrong to state that there is no danger that could 

arise from his unrestrained blasphemies. Quite the contrary: whereas Lippi’s doom could be a 

metaphoric death, a death of the spirit, Caliban risks physical destruction at the hands of an angry 

god.  

Secondly, both monk and savage take to art to alleviate their insufficiencies. Lippi adopts pictorial 

realism as a result of his rough upbringing, but also to spite his narrow-minded superiors, whose 

wooden spirituality he carves into a fresher, fuller shape. His creative Trinity is fleshed out in his plan 

to “take breath and try to add life's flash, / And then add soul and heighten them three-fold” (632), 

which implicitly holds that the breath—or the soul, etymologically speaking—as the single element, 

origin and end-point of religious art can be but a crippled outshoot of a more naturalistic art. There 

is a less marked notion of artistic necessity in Caliban’s verbal torrents, and it is always projected, 

theoretical. His dream of the clay-bird is similarly an artistic symbol, and his need for self-

expression—his willingness to create, along with the nature of the ensuing creation—is a sign of 

creativity, no matter how stunted. 

Thirdly, once we take a closer look at what these creative acts entail, it becomes immediately 

noticeable that objective art is more or less disregarded for one which contains and enmeshes the 

creator, either overtly or in a subtle manner. Lippi’s is one of the latter, or at least it would appear 

so. He envisions a painting bright and angelic, with “God in the midst” in a harmony of divine 

luminescence. Yet there, “Out of a corner when you least expect, / As one by a dark stair into a great 

light,” sneaks in the monk, who has climbed beyond the “dark stair” of mortal suffering into the 

“great light” which suffuses both divinity and the painting depicting it (635). His being addressed by 

an angel seems to reflect a need for validation which would offset years of repressed artistic ennui; 

in any case, he would reach objectification, being inscribed into a narrative which would honor God 

and man alike, the First Cause
1
 and the particularized representative of humankind. Caliban’s 

endeavors are somewhat more complex and difficult to decipher. It is ambiguous whether he refers 

to the new being as ‘Caliban’ as an indication that he is projecting himself into the winged clump of 

clay or merely shedding unwitting light upon his own vocabulary, in which Caliban simply signifies 

‘creature’. That he would turn upon the object he has made and inflict harm upon it as he pleases 

implies both the aftermath of a deeply-seated trauma, understandable given his descriptions of 

Setebos, and the need to impress a lasting spiritual mark by which he may be remembered.  

In light of such an analysis, it avails us to look at some theoretical frameworks elaborated in 

previous research done on Browning’s works. Both poems are dramatic monologues by genre, using 

common techniques and sharing fundamental similarities, but their reception differed wildly. How is 

it that we can account for the ways in which these works were received? Reading Alan Sinfield’s 

study on the dramatic monologue, we may recall what he said of judgement: it is indirect and hinges 

on the way we interpret the monologues, bestowing a reading experience akin to “the impact of a 

personal encounter” (3-6). This is seen in the unabashed confessions garrulously voiced by Lippi and 

Caliban and the force with which they aim to fulfil their rhetorical purposes. Robert Langbaum’s 

idea concerning the particular angle of vision can also serve our analysis. The defamiliarizing effect 

of different angles can take themes such as religion and art, and provide eclectic perspectives as 

those of the aforementioned characters. Langbaum also provides us with the rather convenient 

dichotomy of sympathy and judgement (131). Lippi, surrounded by an aura of charming yet heroic 

foolery, leaning slightly towards debauchery but not sufficiently offensive so as to elicit outright 

judgement, demands our sympathy. Turning to Caliban, we discover a cruder nature. His is a 

                                                
1
By ‘First Cause’ I mean the philosophical term referring to God, the self-created being and the one cause to 

which every other cause must ultimately come back 
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“clown’s conception,” according to Browning himself (Howard 226), and critic John Howard is of the 

opinion that Caliban’s nature “represents something early and undeveloped, something which is far 

back in the evolutionary scale”, a quintessential part of the chthonic world which he regards as 

home (227). From Caliban’s perspective, art and religion are conduits through which power can be 

established and disestablished. He envisions a cosmogony born out of spite, envy and chaos—we 

cannot fathom a world brought into existence with such forces as its cornerstones, a world of “decay 

and primitive survival” (Howard 228). The monologue is a space of expatiation in which intricate 

power structures are thoroughly dissected, compared and fitted into a fixed hierarchy of authority. 

Continuing that line of thought, it becomes immediately relevant that Caliban attempts to revise 

his theology by superimposing a second deity onto Setebos. He admits that there might be 

(“something quiet o'er His head, / Out of His reach, that feels nor joy nor grief”) which stands in 

opposition to both Setebos and Caliban. This deity “feels nor joy nor grief”, being of remote, celestial 

origin, removed from the swamp-land of dim and frustrated thought. That Caliban associates this 

lack of feeling with a lack of weakness is descriptive of his spiritual and psychological state, which is 

perpetually at war with itself, ceaselessly devising new gods as figures of emotional catharsis. The 

“Quiet”, as he names this god-above-gods, seems to stand for immediate and natural action; it is not 

trapped in the mire of envious begetting, and it only manifests itself in relation to Setebos, who is 

described by Caliban as being “many-handed as a cuttle-fish”, a simile drawn from the now familiar 

register of primal, or natural, concerns. Setebos casts his envy heavenwards to “what is quiet and 

hath happy life” (Browning 728) and, finding no possibility to become part of that elevated realm, 

resolves to create a shadow-world beneath. Setebos may or may not be a fantasy dreamt up to 

restore balance to a psyche inured to an impoverished and rickety life; nevertheless, it is more 

cogent to insist on the implications this reformed theology has on Caliban’s mind. It goes to prove 

that his religious imagination is not a mere cluster of glorified projections, but is rather expansive 

enough to entertain more pure, distant and rational representations of divinity.  

The Quiet can be imagined as a new link in Caliban’s chain of being, all the while dislocating the 

center-point of the beholder/beheld. Whereas Caliban might use Setebos as a mirror for his own 

behavior, subtly indicating a return to the self in the other, Caliban’s contemplating the Quiet leads 

to the relocation of Setebos, but only for a few moments. In describing Setebos’s act of creating 

Miranda, Prospero and himself, Caliban once again tugs away the reader’s/listener’s attention 

towards his own thoughts and concerns. This establishes an ever-shifting focus, an eternal re-

direction of one’s interest brought into causation by rhetorical play. It is merely one of the instances 

where the line between Caliban and Setebos is, if not completely effaced, then certainly blurred to 

the point where one cannot make an assertion as to where one begins or the other ends. A further 

complication arises in the naming of the blind sea-beast, once again bearing the name of Caliban, 

who can only create imitations of the things which surround it: its blindness seems to rob it of 

human emotions, reducing it to utter helplessness and servility. In this vein, Hay reads “Caliban upon 

Setebos” through Bhabha's theory of mimicry, stating that mimicry illustrates a dual role, in that it 

"[defines] and [delimits] the role of Caliban in his relationship with Prosper", while it destabilizes the 

"colonial relationship" at the same time. He is "subject to" as well as "subject within" the complex 

nexus of colonial power structures (Hay 66); he is also an ambivalent figure, "both human, worthy of 

enlightenment [ . . . ] and simultaneously non-human, deserving of repression" (Hay 74), a chaotic 

trickster figure trapped in a dialectic he cannot escape. 

 

Conclusion 

Returning to the realm of creative power, there is another element which helps in pinpointing the 

epistemology of the savage, namely Caliban’s song and dance. He signals a recurrence of that 

original motive, envy, which he can only express through secret night-dances and escapades, 

allowing him to disburden his muddied psyche while constructing a stable self-image.  
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While myself lit a fire, and made a song 

And sung it, "What I hate, be consecrate 

To celebrate Thee and Thy state, no mate 

For Thee; what see for envy in poor me?" 

Hoping the while, since evils sometimes mend,  

Warts rub away and sores are cured with slime,  

That some strange day, will either the Quiet catch  

And conquer Setebos, or likelier He  

Decrepit may doze, doze, as good as die. (Browning 731) 

 
These lines do more than bring art back to the fore. They hint at a relationship between art and 

religion, with the underlying principle of envy acting as a pervasive and pernicious Axis mundi, the 

sole point of connection between man and divinity. The intent behind Caliban’s song is self-

abasement with the ultimate goal of self-preservation. ‘Poor brother’ Lippi’s poorly restrained 

discourse shows much of the same. He tries to convince his captors that he is in the right while being 

aware of their authority, trying to plead with them, repeatedly attempting to present his own truth 

by conversing about art and God. Both characters share the need to escape, and the urge to bring 

themselves into their art constitutes a driving force which might grant them agency. Lippi feigns a 

sort of shyness, puts on a furtive mien to avoid chastisement; Caliban sings his glib song to avert the 

fury of a god of whom he cannot demand fairness, consistency or stability.  

What is novel about Caliban is that he goes a step further by affixing mortality to his god. He 

hopes that “some strange day, will either the Quiet catch / And conquer Setebos, or likelier He / 

Decrepit may doze, doze, as good as die” (Browning 731). This obscures the already dim line which 

separates Caliban from Setebos. One could very well assume that Setebos is slowly assuming 

Prospero’s shape, whom Caliban also despises. Regardless, it is my contention that one of the main 

characteristics of Caliban’s religion is its mercurial nature, its malleable state which finds itself 

altered with each shift in his psychology. Just as Lippi’s religion, it is radical: if Lippi attributes beauty 

to God, claiming that it is essential to creation, and that it commands more importance than the 

spirit, he reinterprets Christianity and becomes an outcast. Caliban has no previous religion to rebel 

against—he rather acts against his social surroundings by conjuring up the image of a seething 

Setebos through which he can understand and redefine himself. These are the complexities of the 

link between art and religion present in Robert Browning’s dramatic monologues, and throughout 

this paper I have striven to illustrate the ways in which they influence each-other, both as catalysts 

for self-definition and as means whereby Caliban and Lippi attempt to differentiate themselves from 

their social and religious milieux.  
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